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There are several reasons why low wind speed levels may be recorded by the DataHog2. Please
check the following:

Check that the Full Scale Value for the wind speed channel has been calculated correctly. Skye will
have set factory defaults for wind speed readings in m/s using a 30 second Sample time. If this
Sample time is changed from 30 seconds then the Full Scale Value must be recalculated and entered
in to the logger settings. (The Logging or Storage interval is not critical and can be changed without
altering the Full Scale Value.)
If units have been changed from m/s, e.g. to mph or km/hr, again check the Full Scale Value
calculation carefully.

The DataHog2 is usually set up to take averaged readings of wind speed, e.g. it takes a 'sample' reading
every 30 seconds, but stores only the average measurement at 30 minute Logging intervals. So any
high speed gusts will be averaged out to lower readings than might be expected.
A solution is to reduce the Logging interval time, e.g. to 5 minutes or 10 minutes. If absolute wind
speed is critical both the Sample time and Logging times can be set to 10 seconds if necessary but
please remember to recalculate the Full Scale Value if changing the Sample time as explained in 1.
above. Also, the logger is now storing a great deal more data than before, so the memory will become
full sooner.

If using relays, check the wind speed threshold for the relay switch has been calculated and set up
correctly. This threshold is entered as a calculated value, but is shown in real units for confirmation
back to the user.
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